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As I am writing this, we are entering the
second lockdown because of rising Covid19 cases. The government has warned all
those over 65 to be especially careful and
has issued guidelines to those who are
deemed to be extremely vulnerable,
essentially to stay at home and not
interact with people outside of their
household. Even if you have not received
official notification that you are extremely
vulnerable, you may still be in this group since many GP practices
did not have time to notify all those in the category. Please be
especially vigilant.
This is the time where we would normally be planning for the next
AGM; however a Zoom meeting would probably be inquorate. The
committee has therefore decided to delay having the AGM. Under
our constitution we must have one within 15 months of the last AGM
which means the latest date is June. Whenever we hold our AGM, if
it is inquorate then the meeting is adjourned and held at least 21
days later when those present are deemed to be the quorum. This
section of our constitution means we can keep going as an
organisation even if the virus prevents us from having a normal AGM.
We hope, of course, that restrictions will have been lifted in
sufficient time before that June deadline so that we can call a
normal “live” AGM in the next issue of the Newsletter.
Classes at Harrow Arts Centre have once more been closed
during this lockdown period. This makes our classes based on Zoom
to be very valuable and we need to try to expand our provision, so if
you have an idea for a class please come forward. We also need to
find methods of teaching more of our members to use Zoom.
Mike Allen

THIS ISSUE INCLUDES MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL INFORMATION
FOR THOSE WHO HAVE NOT ALREADY RENEWED.
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Editorial
Please send Notices, Articles
and Photos to
newsletter.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

BEFORE

FRIDAY 12TH MARCH

Please submit articles as Word (or
similar) text files attached to an email,
or as text in the body of the email.
Please include the article title in the
Subject line of the email. Photos
should be high resolution .jpg files and
attached to the email, not as pictures
embedded in the text.
The Editor reserves the right to edit
the length of Notices and Articles to fit
in the space available. Wherever
possible the Author will be consulted
beforehand, but the Editor’s decision is
final.
Opinions
expressed
in
the
Newsletter do not necessarily reflect
policies of Harrow U3A or of the Third
Age Trust.
Copyright:
Material
in
the
Newsletter and Diary is copyright of
Harrow U3A or of an individual where so
identified. Articles or parts of them may
be copied but only with prior
permission
of
the
Management
Committee and we ask that the source
is acknowledged. If you are submitting
material copied from other sources,
please first ensure that it is free from
copyright restrictions.
Data Protection: Any information
supplied to the Editor, including
personal details, will be held and
maintained on a computer for as long a
period as is reasonable for the
purposes of correspondence and
contact.
Privacy: The lists of Management
Committee Members and Tours &
Visits Committee Members and other
personal details contained in the
Newsletter are for the use of Harrow
U3A members only and are not to be
distributed or used for general mailing
lists.

Hello everyone.
National Office U3A have
issued
a
new
corporate
branding, complete with new
logo, standardised type-face
and brand guidelines with
advice on the usage and colours
of
the
various
elements
involved. I have adopted (and
slightly adapted) this for the
Newsletter and I hope you like it.
At the time of going to press,
we are in the middle of the
second lockdown and Harrow
Arts Centre is closed again.
However, the Diary in this issue
is published in full, in the hope
that HAC may be open again in
the new year. Please look out for
further communication from the
Committee regarding this; if you
know of people who don’t use
email, please keep them aware
of any future email notices, etc.

now again sadly in abeyance
because of the latest lockdown .
As there are many people
who have not yet renewed their
Harrow U3A membership, you
will find a “last chance” plea and
renewal form on the next few
pages. Please renew if you
haven’t yet done so, as Harrow
U3A will not be the same
without you.
Stephen Dorff

Because of the lack of Tours
& Visits and other photoopportune activities, there have
been no photos submitted for
this issue. I am therefore
showing a few photos taken by
the nascent Photography Group,

HARROW U3A WEBSITE
Want to know what’s on? — The Notice Board page will give you
news and information which has become available since the
publication of the newsletter, plus reminders of planned events
month by month.
Can’t lay your hands on your printed copy of the newsletter? —
You needn’t worry – it’s there on our website and so is the Study
Group Diary. You will also find links to important documents such
as our Constitution, Standing Orders, AGM Minutes and much more.
Don’t miss out – Go to www.harrowu3a.co.uk or, even better,
make it your Home Page.
Website Editors: Stan Byrne & Pam Gonsal
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Membership Renewal
Renewal in Difficult Times

The background to renewal of Harrow U3A membership this year was perhaps the most unusual in the history of
our group, so we believe the process has been more difficult than usual, both for members and the Membership
Team (who were also new to the job, though very ably eased into the post by the outgoing membership
secretaries). I know, as we expected, that many of you were unsure whether to renew or not due to uncertainty
about what groups you would be able to attend.

Thank you to those who have Renewed

To date (23rd Oct) we have received 583 renewal payments for a total of 683 members. Of the payments 357
were by BACS and 226 cheques. We are very grateful for both, but particularly to the many who have switched
from paying by cheque in previous years to BACS. This does make it much easier and quicker for the membership
team to process.
You will have seen that we have changed from the gold membership cards to those produced by the Beacon
system. I’m sorry that when we send you a “card” it is just an image on paper (though I believe that if you are a
whizz with a laminator you could make it look professional!). We’ve done this as it is much easier to manage and
saves money.
The receipt of a “card”, by email or post, is an acknowledgement that your renewal has been successful. If you
have renewed your membership, but have not received an acknowledgement, then please feel free to contact the
membership team to check how things are progressing as sometimes things take a bit longer.

If you have not Renewed

To date, 141 people have let us know that they are not intending to renew this year, though possibly if the Covid
situation improves they will think again. Thank you for that, so we know not to keep reminding you about renewal.
This leaves 226 people who have not yet responded. If you do now want to renew for the year October 2020—
September 2021, then it would be great if you could do that either by looking on the Harrow U3A website for the
instructions (which explain how to do this by on-line forms and BACS payment) or by using the form in this
newsletter and posting to us.
I appreciate that many of you are still undecided about this year and certainly it is hard to predict the future.
One piece of information that may help you decide is: for anyone who is, or has recently been, a Harrow U3A
member, the price of renewal remains the same throughout the year. You may be thinking: “what, if I renew for the
last 3 months of the current year, I’m only going to a fraction of the full year’s classes, why should I pay a full year’s
subscription?”. I’m afraid this has always been the rule for our U3A. Your fee gives you an entitlement to attend
classes at any time in the year, and we have been keen to avoid the slippery slope “oh, I’m going to spend 3
months out of the country enjoying the winter sun (remember those days!), can I have a discount?”. We also need
to be clear with regards to the HMRC (for Gift Aid) that your fee is not paying for services delivered to you
(classes) it is just a fixed fee to defray the (also fairly fixed) costs of running classes .
Members who have not renewed by 15th December will be lapsed on the Beacon database. At that point you will
no longer be entitled to attend any Harrow U3A classes.

The Discount on the Renewal Fee

I know this point has been a bit confusing. The renewal fee for 2020-21 was discounted by £15 per head from
the fees originally agreed at our AGM. This discount was for the money saved for Harrow Arts Centre room hire for
the period March to August 2020. These discounted rates only apply to those who were members at that time.

What is Harrow U3A doing for you?

Harrow Arts Centre reopened in September as a Covid Secure environment - Face Masks, Social Distancing,
One Way routes, Strict limits on Class sizes and Hand Washing - and all those other strange practices we have
suddenly had to become familiar with. Because of this some of our groups had started to meet there in person
once again. As most of you will be aware, HAC had to close on 5 November as part of the latest national lockdown.
Once the lockdown eases, some of you will be keen to take advantage of returning to a semblance of normal
behaviour.
Ultimately, we all have to make such risk related choices for ourselves, unless (as at present) more stringent
rules take these decisions out of our hands. Having said that, Harrow U3A will continue to strive to operate as many
of our groups as we can, in whatever forms that modern technology and Government restrictions allow. Remember
the U3A motto “Learn, Laugh, Live”.
Howard Greenwood
HU3A Membership Secretary
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Membership Renewal cont’d

Harrow U3A Membership Renewal
Harrow

For the year 1 Oct 2020 - 30 Sep 2021
Harrow U3A is a registered charity, No 1009872
and a member of the Third Age Trust**

Please renew your Harrow U3A membership. If you have given HU3A an email address, you will have
received an email asking you to renew and it is most straightforward to follow the requests in that email.
The email gave the banking details to pay electronically and had a link to a simple on-line form to tell us
about your renewal. If you have not received that email then please proceed as described below or
request another email from membership.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk
For Harrow U3A membership subscription renewal the following has been decided:
·
the rate for 2020-2021 has been reduced to £40 for individual members and £70 for two
members at the same address; concession rate remains at £12 for members on Pension Credit.
·
If you haven’t yet renewed, please do so by no later than 15 December or your membership
will lapse
·
you will receive a new membership card generated by the Beacon database. These cards will
normally be sent by email. We will no longer send the original stickers for the back of gold cards,
which are being phased out.
The Membership Team would much prefer it if you could pay us by bank transfer (BACS) which you can
set up either by on-line or telephone banking. Your individual subscription is £40, joint subscription is
£70, concession subscription is £12. For the Concession rate please confirm that you are in receipt of
Pension Credit and quote your DWP number in the contact details part of the form overleaf or by email:
membership.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk
Details of the Harrow U3A Membership account at HSBC are:
Name of account: Harrow U3A
Sort code: 40-36-21
Account number: 01518518
Please quote as a Reference: your membership number followed by (up to) the first 11 letters of
your surname.
If you don’t do on-line or telephone banking, do you have a friend or relative who does and could pay on
your behalf? In that case, you could email us at membership.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk to tell us the name of
the account holder who is making the payment, so we can recognise it on our bank statement, though it
is simplest to use the on-line form for this. Also, if you are reimbursing them for it, tell us that too. (This
is important because when we claim Gift Aid on subscriptions, the money must have come from the
member.)
If you cannot pay us by bank transfer, then please post your cheque for the relevant subscription,
payable to Harrow U3A, to:
Harrow U3A Membership Team, 7 Ventnor Avenue, Stanmore, HA7 2HX
Please write on the back of your cheque your name and membership number (or postcode, if you don’t
know your number) and return with the form overleaf. If you require a printed version of your
membership card(s), please also include a stamped addressed envelope for us to send your card(s)
to you.
For any queries about renewal, please email: membership.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk or phone: 07908 533 317
or 020 8907 4625.
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Membership Renewal cont’d
Member details
Title: Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Dr/etc.

Membership number

Forename

Surname

Please tick this box if you would like us to send you a Gift Aid Declaration form (unless you have
already done so – in which case, thank you, and there’s no need to fill in another one).
Tell us of any change to your contact details. If we do not have an email address for you, it would
help us a lot if we could have one.

#

#
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP

All members must:
· Abide by the Principles of the U3A movement.
· Always act in the best interests of the U3A and never do anything to bring the U3A into disrepute.
· Abide by the terms and conditions of the constitution and policies.
· Treat fellow members with respect and courtesy at all times.
· Comply with and support the decisions of the elected committee.
· Advise the committee of any change in your personal details.
· Abide by the Member Code of Conduct.

PRIVACY STATEMENT*

Harrow U3A processes member information so that we can keep you informed about events, groups and
activities as part of your membership. In processing your information Harrow U3A will:
· Store it securely.
· Use it to communicate with you as a U3A member.
· Share your information with group leaders for those groups that you are a member of.
· Send you general information about the Third Age Trust**
*Harrow U3A’s lawful basis for collecting this information is legitimate interest. You can see our
constitution, data protection and privacy policies, and the member code of conduct, on our website,
www.harrowu3a.co.uk, or contact the Hon Secretary at 5 Furham Feild, Hatch End, Pinner, HA5 4DX to
request a paper copy.
**The Third Age Trust is the national organisation to which all U3As are affiliated.

Optional

As a registered charity, Harrow U3A can claim Gift Aid on your subscription, if you are a UK taxpayer. This
increases our income (so keeps membership fees as low as possible) at no cost to you. Please tick the
box on the form above if you would like to sign up for this scheme.
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Monthly Speakers
Talks are on the last Thursday in the month. These talks would normally be in Hatch End Suites 1 & 2 at the Harrow
Arts Centre, but in these extraordinary times they will be “broadcast” via Zoom commencing promptly at
10.30am. Details on how to join the Zoom meetings will be issued by email nearer to each due date. Helen West

Thursday, 28th January 2021: Lance Pierson – 'Shakespeare's London'
A virtual tour of the streets of London by guide, actor and professional poetry reader, Lance Pierson. See the
places where Shakespeare lived, worked and wrote his famous plays.

Thursday 25th February 2021: Jo Livingston – 'Facing the World'
A talk which explains the neurological condition, prosopagnosia, an inability to recognise familiar faces which
causes many problems, and sometimes amusement in daily life. The main object of this talk is to raise awareness
of the condition which affects about 2% of the population.

Thursday 25th March 2021: Moritz Schwarz - Will it Cost the World to Save the Planet?'
Moritz is a Climate Economist at the University of Oxford. Previously an adviser to the Austrian
Government, he will closely monitor the delayed COP26 to be held in Glasgow in November 2021 –
the first time the UK has acted as host. Moritz will discuss how big the challenge of transitioning to
a low-carbon economy might be – and contrast those estimates with the best available science on
what continued climate change could cost us in the long term.

Thursday 29th April 2021: To be advised

Walks
COUNTRY WALKS
Third Thursday of the month
Programme for September to December 2020
After successfully resuming our walks again in July—though with limitations of numbers and walking in groups of
six—the November lockdown halted our programme again. Hoping things will return to normal in the new year, our
walks will still be on the third Thursday of the month.
Therefore our dates for the spring term will be
21st January
18th February
18th March
15th April
Boris permitting, we will still try to keep to circular walks about 8 miles long, so people can
drive to the rendezvous point as we still have some regular walkers who do not want to use
public transport. We will also have to take picnics and use bush toilets!
Due to the uncertainty of changing regulations, I can only send out details by email about ten days before each
walk. Places will be by prior booking only.
The walks in the countryside often involve hills and footpaths or trails that are muddy so a good level of
fitness is assumed. Stout walking boots are essential and walking poles can be useful.
If you are new to the walks and would like to be on the email distribution list for this group
please contact Vivienne Gould by email viviennegould2@hotmail.com
or phone 020 8907 8099 or mobile 07803 728616 for the latest information

WALKING IS A GREAT WAY TO BE ACTIVE
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Study Group News
New Groups
HU3A is alive and well and has a large number of classes both online and at Harrow Arts Centre. During these
unusual times many of our groups are continuing as the “new normal”.
Perhaps you are interested in a subject for which there is no group in HU3A and in which other members may like
to become involved. If so, please let me know and I will see if a group can be organised. It would be good to hear
your suggestions and comments, by email please, to Rhoda Luer studygroupcoord.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

Vacancies at the Life Art Studio
My life class at HAC meets weekly on Thursdays at 1.30 to 4.25pm at Harrow Arts Centre during school term. The
model does short poses till the break, followed by a longer pose for the second half. There is an extra fee to pay for
the model each term. If you are interested in joining this group, please phone Alexandra Veres on 07719 613091

History Group Spring 2021 Zoom Meetings
Mondays at 10am. Group Leader: Anne Gerrard. If you have not attended previously please email Jim Niblett: at
jim.niblett53@gmail.com indicating whether you wish to have regular invitations to the group or are interested in a
particular meeting.
Jan 18th DR. JOHN MATLIN: — THE 2020 US ELECTION—what happens next?
Feb 15th ROBERT JONES-OWEN: — RECONSTRUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES—the period from 1865 to 1877
that followed the Civil War.
Mar 15th JIM MOHER: — THE GRAVE OF LORD CITRINE IN HARROW WEALD CEMETERY, WHY NO HEADSTONE?—
The story of a Wembley Baron.
Apr 19th ANNE GERRARD: — THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY WORLDWIDE apart from the Industrial Revolution.

Sunday Group
Sheilah, Pam, Sue and I miss you all very much. We used to enjoy our monthly outings with you and it was very
sad when we had to cancel all our planned activities. We’ve always enjoyed the planning and hope that you have
liked our choices.
Hopefully it won’t be too long before we can meet up again. At the moment it is very difficult going on Public
Transport and most of us want to avoid such close contact with others (even with mask and gloves). Even though
the social distance is now one metre instead of two, it is a risk for us all. When the time is right for us to start up
again we could try and keep our activities close to Harrow and Pinner. If you have any suggestions for the future do
let us know.
Hope you are all keeping safe and well. It will be wonderful to get together with you all again soon.
Judy Loffman

Photography Group
I’m still trying to get a Photography Group up and running. So far only five people have responded. We held a
tentative Zoom meeting in October, but unfortunately only three of us were able to join in. In view of the current
Covid situation and the unlikelihood of being able to meet in person at my home within the next few months, it will
not be viable to continue.
Please contact me on newsletter.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk if you are interested in joining a group starting, say, after
Easter.
Stephen Dorff

Lunch Club
As some of you may know, Aime and Sandra Levy are going to move to Leicester. They have run the Lunch Club
for the past 11 years or so and those of you who have attended them have really enjoyed them and thank Aime and
Sandra for all their hard work and friendship.
As it is so popular with our members I am prepared to take over the organising of the Lunch Club. Aime has sent
me a list of members’ names, email addresses and telephone numbers.
If any of you are not interested in being a member of this group and would like to be taken off the list please let
me know. I will be in touch with you all when we are allowed to meet up again in groups in restaurants.
I will be running the Lunch Club through U3A Tours and Visits as I do with all my outings. I look forward to seeing
you all, I hope, in the not too distant future. Contact: Pat Bays on pat.bays@yahoo.co.uk or phone 020 8866 9274
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Study Group News cont’d
International Folk Dancing
Gentle exercise to beautiful music; engaging your brain and improving memory; and a chance to chat – in
person or on Zoom. The IFD group involves all this, from 2pm on Tuesday afternoons, with some members meeting
at HAC when it is open and others having a separate session at home at the same time. All the dances are walkedand-talked through first, and the callers have slightly modified some so we can do them alone or in a sociallydistanced manner together.
Why not give it a try? Contact Janet Woolbar (group leader) or Kathy Westhead (admin assistant) – details in
the diary.

Sustainability and Climate Change
Monthly Monday morning Sustainability & Climate Change meetings will continue to be held via Zoom whilst we
continue discussion on how our group can best manage its return to HAC.
At New Year on 4th January we continue our well-established tradition where all members are invited to talk
about recent ‘good news stories’ related to our Group topic. Maybe there will also be some left-over Christmas
cake to go round!
On 1st February we are looking forward to a presentation by a senior member of staff from Harrow Public
School about the origins, scope and development of its 2017 Environmental Sustainability Strategy.
On 1st March we will welcome Professor Dr. Eleni Iacovidou of Brunel University’s Institute of Environment,
Health and Societies, and her title is “Is there such a thing as sustainable packaging?”
Proposals from April onwards are actively being explored with, for example, possible presentations from
Greenpeace and Extinction Rebellion, as well as a further update on the progress of the Government’s Environment
Bill.
Mick Oliver
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Tours & Visits
T & V Committee
MB

Malvern Barnett

PB

Pat Bays

PG

Pam Gonsal

gonsalpam@outlook.com

JK

Jack Kushner

j.kushner17@gmail.com

MM

Mary Morgan

marymorgan.home@sky.com

PN

Pam Nevile

pam.nevile@btinternet.com

020 8866 4084

DP

David Pashley

david.pashley@tinyworld.co.uk

020 8428 9664

Sylvia & Edgar Ring

ring.time@yahoo.com

020 8952 7888

AR

Anne Russell

rssllann9@aol.com

020 8861 2251

TW

Toni Waxman

toni2bee@talktalk.net

020 8954 8671

S/ER

m.barnett2011@btinternet.com

020 8428 9387

-

020 8866 9274
020 8954 8671
020 8868 6649 07741 318 914

If you are a wheelchair user and/or need assistance with mobility, please ensure you discuss this with the Tour Organiser before you book an outing, so that your needs can be accommodated. We will do our best to make appropriate arrangements, but please be aware
that this may not always be possible.
Unfortunately we are unable to plan any outings for the remainder of this year. However the Tours & Visits
Committee look forward to reinstating some of the events that were already planned for 2020. Here are a few of
the proposed ideas for 2021:
·

A visit to Aston Pottery in Oxfordshire.

·

Another visit to the Amazon Warehouse in Hemel Hempstead for those who may have missed the last, most
interesting trip.

·

The outing to the de Havilland Museum in St. Albans.

·

A visit to Forman's Smokehouse ( Smoked Salmon) near the Olympic Park in London.

·

More walks led by Rachel Kolsky.

·

A day outing to Frogmore House and Savill Gardens.

·

An afternoon tea
St. Pancras Church.

·

An extended holiday of 5 days to Devon and Cornwall during May/June. (see next page)

at

the

Ambassador

Hotel

after

listening

to

a

musical

recital

in

Dates and prices of the above cannot be confirmed at this time because of Covid-19 and until the venues re-open.
RIVER HOLIDAY: We are pleased to be able to confirm the change of date for this 5* trip on Portugal's Duoro
River to 30th April 2021 for 7 nights. There are some cabins still available. See details on page 11.
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Tours & Visits cont’d
EXPRESSION OF INTEREST
TUESDAY 2ND- 6TH JUNE 2021 - 5 DAYS EXTENDED COACH TOUR TO DEVON
Our hotel is the Passage House Hotel, located on the estuary in Newton Abbot. We will stop en route to Devon
at the Montacute House in Somerset, a National Trust House completed in 1601. The house belonged to Sir Edward
Phillips and his wealth was reflected in the towering walls of glass and the glow of ham stone. The Long Gallery
houses over 60 Tudor and Elizabethan portraits on loan from the National Gallery. The house is surrounded by
beautiful gardens.
The next day we go to Torquay; our first visit is to the Torquay Bygones Museum. Here we have the opportunity
to wander back in time, starting towards the end of Queen Victoria's reign. Visit their authentic life-sized Victorian
Street filled with all original items. See the Blacksmith making horseshoes. Also all the treats in the sweet shop,
which would have been made fresh every morning. Plus much more.
We also go to the Babbacombe Model Village, which boasts to have 424 miniatures and an estimated
population of 13,160 characters. You will feel like a giant as you explore four acres of award winning miniature
landscaped gardens showcasing hundreds of model scenes, vehicles and people. You can also enjoy a game of golf
here and feed the fish. We will also have free time in Torquay.
The next day we travel to Dartmouth for a morning of leisure in the historic town. Dartmouth is the home of the
Britannia Royal Naval College. We will have time to explore ancient narrow streets, art galleries, cobbled market and
gourmet cafes. In the afternoon we will be taking the Greenway Ferry Pleasure Cruise to Greenway (N.T.), the
summer home of crime writer Agatha Christie beside the River Dart. Rooms contain furnishings and knick-knacks
much as she left them. We will even hear her speak in the drawing room, and much more besides. Also the wooded
gardens and the boathouse give delightful views over the river. Greenway is featured in Christie's book Dead Man's
Folly.
The next day we leave the hotel after breakfast and take a short journey to Paignton. where we enjoy some free
time before catching a steam train to Kingswear, near Dartmouth. The line follows the spectacular English Riviera
Geopark coastline to picturesque Churston station, then on through Long Wood bordering the Dart Estuary.
Arriving in Kingswear, we will be met by the coach and we will continue our journey to Brixham. Originally a Saxon
settlement, Brixham was the landing place of William of Orange during the Glorious Revolution, and many of the
town's inhabitants, who are descendants of the Dutch army, have Dutch surnames. Many of the street names in
Brixham reflect the town's history, with some also bearing Dutch influences. You will love Brixham as it has lots of
art galleries, interesting exhibits from the town's cultural and maritime heritage, and much more.
Our final day and we begin our journey back to Harrow. En route we will visit the medieval cathedral city of
Salisbury. On arrival we will visit Mompesson House (N.T.) an 18th century townhouse located in the heart of the
city’s Cathedral Close. All the interiors are decorated as they might have been in the 1700s. Mompesson House
was used as the set for Mrs. Jennings' London townhouse in the 1995 film Sense and Sensibility. We can enjoy free
time in Salisbury for lunch and independent sightseeing before returning home.
The 3 star Passage House Hotel is conveniently located for visits to Exeter, Torquay and Dartmouth. The hotel
has attractive public areas including a lounge, restaurant and popular brasserie and bar. From some of these areas,
guests will enjoy the fabulous views of the estuary. You can also walk along a towpath. The hotel has extensive
leisure facilities including an indoor swimming pool, sauna and gym. Rooms are equipped with tea and coffee
making facilities, hairdryer, Freeview TV and free internet access.
Tour price per person £599.00

Deposit per person £ 60.00 Single room supplement £91.00

These are not confirmed prices - just a guide as to what the price was in 2020, when originally planned. Please
note the itinerary, the cost and the date may be subject to change.
Please contact Pat Bays on pat.bays@yahoo.co.uk or phone 020 8866 9274
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Tours & Visits cont’d
DOURO RIVER CRUISE—30TH APRIL 2021 FOR 7 NIGHTS
We are going OVERBOARD for our next U3A River Cruise! We will be visiting Portugal's once wild River Douro on
the 5* MS DOURO SPLENDOUR launched in 2018. This ship has a lift that goes from the Main Deck to the Upper Deck,
but not to the Sun Deck where you can find the outdoor swimming pool. On the ship there is a small gymnasium
along with a spa and wellness area. On the Main Deck there is a stunning restaurant serving buffet breakfast, buffet
lunch and four-course dinners.
We will be leaving by coach from our usual pick-ups (Stanmore and Morrison’s) to Gatwick, where we fly to Porto
and spend some time with a guided shore excursion with headsets included. Our ports of call, with excursions
included, will be Castelo Rodrigo, followed by Salamanca, Mateus Palace & Gardens, Lamego, and then we return to
Porto to fly back to Gatwick for our return coach.
PRICES include Flights and coach to/from Gatwick:
£250 per person deposit to reserve your place.
Lower Deck Standard Twin/Double Cabin £1839pp. Single £2713
Main Deck Twin/Double £2139pp.
Single £2863
Upper Deck Twin/Double £2239pp.
Single £2913
All cabins are outside. On the
lower deck they have fixed
windows and for the main and
upper deck they have floor to
ceiling windows which slide down
halfway. All cabins have twin or
double beds, with good closets, TV,
radio, phone, and private bathroom
with shower and hair dryer.
Important information:Tips and gratuities are not
included.
If anyone has any special
requests, dietary requirements, or
MV Douro Splendour in Porto, Portugal
Photo: © Riviera Travel
medical needs please make us
aware at your earliest convenience.
For more information and Booking Forms please contact JACK KUSHNER or TONI WAXMAN on 020 8954 8671

Poetry Corner
A PARASOL’S LAMENT
A dozen languages from many a land
bright towels, swimsuits full of sand.
Ah well, the sea always shimmers so blue
The sun will blaze on, strong and true.
We parade together, and we wait
Governments will decide out fate.

My straw is brittle, sun bleached, frayed
nobody about to use my shade
I stand and stare out to sea
many others here just like me
abandoned, unwanted, without a claim
not a euro to our name.

Jill Davis

Where are the bodies of yesteryear?
that spread themselves without fear
under my protective cover
mums, dads, kiddies, a lover
dozing and dreaming in the midday heat
sparkly flip flops, pedicured feet.
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Recent INactivities
COMPARISONS IN MUSIC
In January 2020 I put together a website for our Comparisons in Music Class to allow prospective members to
find out a bit more about us and to see what sort of music we have been comparing. Back then I had no idea that
the website would allow us to continue operating this year while we have been battling the Covid-19 pandemic.
Back in early March it was easy to read “the writing on the wall” and that we would have to start holding virtual
meetings. I and a colleague did some quick tests with Zoom and Microsoft Teams, and while they are very useful
pieces of software for virtual meetings, the audio quality they offer was completely unacceptable for the highquality sharing of classical music. We needed an alternative approach.
Having built a website for a neurological charity that carried both video and audio I wondered if that approach
could be repurposed for the Comparisons in Music class. Using a WordPress based website, it was relatively easy
to upload the comparisons we would normally listen to in our class for people to listen to at home at their leisure.
Additionally, I was able to add a feedback form where members could share their preferences and comments
about the comparisons they have heard.
Since mid-March we have been posting fresh comparisons every two weeks at the start of the week in which
our class would have run at the Harrow Arts Centre. At the end of the week, everyone’s preferences and comments
are collated and analysed, and published on the website for all members to see. To date, we have had 16 virtual
sessions. If you would like to see what we have been up to, please check out our recent comparisons page at
https://comparisonsinmusicharrowu3a.wordpress.com/recent-comparisons/
Tony Kaye

WATER COLOUR ART CLASS
I am the Group Leader for the art class on Thursdays. I wouldn't call myself an artist, more of an art enthusiast. I
do enjoy running the class though, and I especially enjoy meeting the class members; many of them have been
attending for five years or more. When I joined, the class consisted of about eight people and now we have a full
complement of 18 with people waiting to join. They come not only to learn watercolour but also for the social
aspect. We have a varied mixture of cultures and religions, but I must say that there has never been any friction
and when it comes to someone's special birthday or Christmas we all go to a local restaurant. to celebrate. As far
as the actual art is concerned, standards vary of course, some are absolutely brilliant while others are just starting
on the learning curve. Because of the pandemic we obviously hadn't been able to meet until September, and then
eight decided to come while the others selected to stay away where they thought it would be safer, hoping to rejoin when the crisis is over. Sanitizer is provided in the room and I wipe the tables down before we start the lesson;
everybody seems to be happy with that. Masks are obligatory. It has made a great difference to those that have
attended to be able to get out of the house and meet their friends and exercise their minds. To relax them and
create a nice atmosphere, I like to play music during the class (nothing too high-brow—Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald and
the like). I love the class. Long may it continue.
Sid Yexley

NORTH HARROW LIBRARY & HARROW U3A
Well, we all turned our cupboards and shelves out during lockdown. The trouble was what to do with all the
books? Charity shops were overflowing, so the thought occurred to me that the library in North Harrow, run by
volunteers, might be able to use them as they have a problem with funding.
Many U3A members were able to take their contributions direct and I collected a car-full when I was allowed
out from shielding.
The library has a storage problem and have been using the room they usually hire out to generate funds. After
selecting items that they could incorporate onto their shelves they set up a table with a large display of books for
sale, all good quality and both fiction and non-fiction.
So, if you now need to find new reading material, pop along and help empty the table. They also have handcrafted cards and other items that help to generate money to keep the library thriving.
The volunteers are providing an invaluable service for the community so please do support them,
Anne Gerrard
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Recent INactivities cont’d
LIFE WITH ZOOM (PART 2)
Well, we survived the original lockdown so must hope that we will overcome the difficulties that lie ahead. I have
always followed the doctrine that “whatever life throws at you, you have to deal with it as best you can”. Having
reached an advanced age, I can look back upon many difficult times, starting with the War and its after effects, as
well as many happy ones. The present crisis has become more bearable with the advent of Zoom and it is
wonderful that U3A has fully embraced this. As group leader of two French conversation sessions, I find it is a
wonderful way for us all to continue “meeting” and exchange views – and let’s face it, without the parking and
traffic problems. My thanks to U3A for all the help and advice.
I have also been able to return to studying Spanish thanks to U3A and Marilyn, who kindly but determinedly
reminds me of long forgotten grammar rules. There are also activities outside the realm of U3A including talks,
drawing and exercise classes – there is not always enough time.
Is this ideal? Of course not. We are all looking forward to the time when we can return to a new normal. But
hopefully it will incorporate the good things we have learned this year, particularly the kindness of friends and
neighbours. And also that it is perhaps possible to enjoy a simpler life.
Marion Bloom

LEAFY LOCKDOWN HARROW
We may laugh, but there are actually 63 green spaces listed on the back of some of the council boards in our
parks. OK, some of them are pocket-handkerchief size, some are playing fields, but many are delightful parks with
magnificent trees and several are benefitting from the enthusiastic care of volunteer groups.
Get your A-Z out and find all the green bits you’ll be surprised! Some take a little finding, even if you’ve lived in
Harrow all your life you may find parks that you didn’t know about.
There are sometimes historical notes about the origins of the spaces, often they were designated when estates
were built for the residents. It was in the Victorian period when the powers that be realised the importance of
outside amenities for the public. How prescient was that!
Headstone Manor is undergoing a major refurbishment at the moment, including work on the river to prevent
flooding. The barriers keep moving but there’s plenty of space to walk, and the museum is open too.
I’ve been amazed to discover the huge variety of oak trees there are amongst the many “exotic” specimens
brought in from abroad, so look upwards and see the shapes and textures.
Canons Park has a wide variety of spaces to visit, plus a small volunteer garden centre. Although the weather is
colder now there were some imaginative uses of the space, “a homemade bowling green” exercise groups plus of
course the outdoor gym equipment. A peep through the fence at the Duke of Chandos’ home, which is now North
London Collegiate adds some architectural interest.
Harrow Recreation ground took a little finding, but it’s a considerable size and full of facilities and trees. Now that
the autumnal colours are with us there’s an ever-changing palette…plus of course the squirrels to take advantage
of the acorns.
Stanmore Park is a huge area with wonderful views over the borough and a wide variety of flora and trees. If you
want any teasels that’s the place to go.
You may call me morbid but cemeteries are fascinating places to walk, the range of names and cultures gives
rise to much conversation. Our VC hero Leif Robinson is in a tiny space but well remembered.
My project is to visit every place on the Harrow list, I have 17 to go if I can find them all.
There has been much focus on the importance of the outdoor for our mental health and we are so fortunate to
have a wealth of amenities to use. So enjoy!!
Anne Gerrard
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Recent INactivities cont’d
FAMILY HISTORY GROUP—COPING WITH COVID-19
I am sure that all the U3A groups have been trying to cope with the strangeness and the challenges of living in a
world which is dominated by the Coronavirus pandemic, but thankfully we are a resilient and resourceful lot and,
with the help of all the modern technology at our disposal, we have found ways to continue with our group
meetings.
We held our first Zoom meeting in April at the beginning of lockdown and have managed to continue our
monthly get-togethers since then. These proved so successful we even added an extra August meeting. It’s
surprising how well we have adapted to this new way of communicating, helping one another to find our way
through the maze of tech jargon into a new world.
We have so enjoyed discussing a variety of topics—each one encouraging us to delve into the stories of our
own family ancestors. We have journeyed through Family Bibles, the Passenger Lists of our emigrating relatives, the
complexities of DNA testing and subsequent revelations, and the mass of information to be gleaned from
Censuses. I am not sure whether the topic of Pandemics, including the ravages of the Spanish Flu in 1918/19, was a
subject likely to lift our spirits, but our most recent hunt for Skeletons in our Cupboards brought forth some
eyebrow raising stories—such goings on!
For the last two months, since HAC has reopened, we have been experimenting with ‘blended’ meetings, with a
small group attending in person at HAC and the remainder linked via Zoom. It seems to be the best solution to
enable everyone to contribute in the way that suits them, and their health situation dictates their choice for some ,
but it is so encouraging to see so many of us enthusiastic to continue learning and determined to keep the group’s
cameraderie going ‘virtually’ until we reach ‘normal’ times.
Audrey Jarvis

Cryptic Crossword
ACROSS
8 Reportedly, more undressed than carrier (6)
9 I hear worker is a Brexiteer devotee (8)
10 Donna rolled a fag for Spanish Dance (8)
11, 25 It's fine in the south sea for this pink swimming
delicacy (6, 6)
12 Put energy into your stride as it’s hilly (5)
13 Port lost start and finished (5)
14 Crumbled peat could make a tasty alternative to 11, 25
(4)
16 Anglers kip perfectly concealing the captain (7)
18 Crazy Rod came to be my friend (7)
20 Start to help ease lockdown at last (4)
21 Bound to run off and marry is a non-starter (4)
22 Inflexible machinery credentials (5)

25 See 11 ac
27 Short bill for returned travel stamp in Europe is intruding
(8)
28 Tastes good with 11, 25, when visiting this Cinque Port
(8)
29 Leaping marsupial on the roads perches (6)
DOWN
1 Leave some of French role (6)
2 Support the crossing with a card game and one leaving a
hot country (6,4)
3 Reduce the growth of this dried fruit (5)
4 Forgive sailor and work out the problem (7)
5 Keep calm or SOS when unsettled in study hall (9)
6 Prize roses hide duck (4)
7 Atoned for deep net adrift with Romeo (8)
14 By means of an embassy, you may gain this
authorisation (10)
15 Fast growing evergreen is, ideally, in order (9)
17 Did not attend but retained a road (4,4)
19 Erect – not down ok! (7)
23 Six enter the start of internal request to attend (6)
24 Turn away from Laverton (5)
26 Created mayhem at dramatic ending from the
beginning (4)
Crossword No. 93 Compiled by Harrow U3A Cryptic Crossword Group

We have no idea if we are pitching our compilation
at too high or too low a level because we receive no
feedback. If you do try our crossword and would like
to comment, please do so! All comments are
welcome, even the derogatory ones!!
Please contact Lucille Balkin on email at
thebalkins@yahoo.com
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Life Before U3A
You will, I’m sure, forgive a little nepotism—this
personal profile is from Lynne Dorff, who is our
esteemed Hon. Sec.

breach out of the water. A sight I shall never forget. We
were also fortunate to see many whales while on a trip
to Alaska. This time a huge humpback rose out of the
water and opened its mouth to feed. No camera can
capture that image which is forever engraved in my
mind.

LYNNE DORFF
I have enjoyed reading the previous biographies,
and found them fascinating; mine is by no means as
interesting, but I have had some unusual experiences
along the way.

For several years I worked for the Community
Health Council, which monitored various sections of the
NHS, including complaints against hospitals and GPs.
Unfortunately this was disbanded, but I think it is much
needed now.

Raised in Maida Vale, for the first year of my life I
lived in my grandmother’s public house, the Lord Elgin.

In the 1980’s I worked locally for a double-glazing
company. Nothing exciting about that but it was where I
met Madhu Badale, our U3A Treasurer, and we’ve been
friends ever since.

Schooling was fairly mundane and I never had
much academic success, although it’s where I became
friends with Susan Field (our U3A Members’ Liaison
Officer). Our science teacher blew up the lab, our
French teacher reeked of cigarettes and a male
teacher was rumoured to have misbehaved with one of
the female pupils. Apart from all that, I successfully
completed a secretarial course, followed by another at
Pittman’s and was never out of work.

In 1993 Stephen was offered a two-year contract
with the MOD in Cyprus. A chartered surveyor and
project manager by profession, it was an opportunity
not to be missed. He went on his own, but I was able to
visit every few months as by then I’d decided to do
temporary work. This I did at Northwick Park Hospital
which was quite an experience.

This was in the early 60’s at a time of ‘Take a
letter Miss Jones’ although I never sat on the boss’s
knee! My first job was with theatrical agents near Bond
Street. One of my duties was to type pantomime
scripts then take them to St. James’s Palace to be
checked by the Lord Chancellor. Nothing risqué allowed
in those days. It was great fun but short-lived.

My last place of employment was as secretary/PA
to the general manager at the Grimsdyke Hotel, the
former home of W.S. Gilbert. It was a magical place and I
was there for ten years. Not being too familiar with all
the G&S operettas, I was taken by my boss to an
amateur production of Iolanthe. The opening scene had
me convulsed with laughter, which I tried to stifle by
stuffing a handkerchief in my mouth. Little did I know it
was meant to be funny, but no-one else seemed to be
laughing. Very embarrassing.

In my late teens I joined a drama group where I
met Stephen. We staged quite a few plays, the
proceeds going to a variety of charities. Stephen was an
‘actor’ but I was limited to props or prompter. My only
attempt on stage was a dismal failure, fluffing the one
line I had.

For several years I’ve been Programme Secretary
for the Bushey branch of The Arts Society. We have
amazing speakers every month, whose knowledge and
experience never fails to impress.

We married in 1969 and have a daughter, a son
and two granddaughters. In between, my jobs were
rather mundane, but I was fortunate to be able to work
part-time so as to be with the children. In the early
90’s our daughter went to Australia for a year. How
could we not see her for all that time? Well, off we went
and had a wonderful time, including the thrills of white
water rafting. Even though clinging on for dear life I still
managed to fall overboard, but was quickly pulled to
safety although rather bruised and battered. Great fun.
While whale watching in the Azores on a rather small
schooner a gale blew up and, while trying
unsuccessfully to control my seasickness, I saw a whale

I joined Harrow U3A about 12 years’ ago and
subsequently became Hon. Secretary. I also run (pre
Covid) a creative writing group and had just started one
on Philosophy when everything was shut down. I’m very
proud to be part of this wonderful organisation and to
work with an amazing group of people on the
committee.

Lynne Dorff
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Diary — Daily Summary — Spring 2021
Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

WEEKLY
Fitness Training
Painting: Mixed
Media
Workshop

International Folk
Dancing

Knitting & Crochet
for Fun

Life Studio

International Folk
Dancing

Maths

Watercolour Art
Class

Current Affairs 1,2,3,4

Tai-Chi Advanced

Yoga

Tai Chi Beginners/
Intermediate

Portrait Drawing
& Painting

2-WEEKLY
Creative Writing 1
Spanish Advanced
Water-colour
W’kshop
Water-colour & Oils
Workshop

French Advanced
Grammar
German
Conversation
Advanced
Intermed. Spanish
Grammar
Latin for Beginners
Literary Discussion 2
Portuguese
Advanced

Ancient Greek
Cryptic Crosswords
Current Affairs 5
Current Affairs 5A
French Conversation
Latin Advanced
Literary Discussion 1
Mill on the Floss
Reading Group

Comparisons in
Music
French
Conversation
Advanced
Literary Discussion
2

Classical Literature
History of Modern
Europe 1789-1918
Magic of the
Musicals
Tea Time French

Spanish
Conversation

Portuguese
Beginners /
Intermediate

4-WEEKLY/MONTHLY
Family History
Family History

Crime Thrillers
Readers Group

Garden Club

Country Walks
Monthly Speakers’
Meetings

History

Patchwork

Sustainability &
Climate Change

NOTES
This table does not show classes and groups which are currently in abeyance due to Covid-19 restrictions. They
are listed, shaded grey, in the full Diary on the following pages,.
Items shown bold type are “live” classes and groups held at Harrow Arts Centre or other locations. At the time of
compiling this table HAC is closed and Covid-19 restrictions mean that these “live” groups cannot take place.
The situation may have changed by the time the new Diary is operational in the New Year. Please look out for
further communication from the Committee regarding this.
Classes and groups shown in plain type use electronic devices and applications such as Zoom, Skype, WhatsApp,
or similar, or by phone and/or email.
Any class or group may be cancelled at short notice.
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Harrow Arts Centre Notice
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS ATTENDING AT HAC
The purpose of the information below is to reassure members that HAC are putting safety measures in place to
ensure that we can physically return to our classes as soon as possible. Please read it all and ensure that you
comply with the requirements if you attend a class at HAC. Already, several groups have started in September
and very many more hope to do so in January. Please make sure your Group Leader has your contact details so
they can find out your preferences.
We have also sent guidelines to leaders of home groups; it will take a little longer for them to resume. So, here are
the details of what HAC are doing to ensure we STAY SAFE.
Summary of measures put in place at HAC in readiness for HU3A groups starting in September 2020
HAC and Harrow Council have carried out a detailed risk assessment upon which all of the following statements
have been based.
Harrow Arts Centre’s responsibilities:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

HAC staff will sanitise chairs, door handles etc. before and after each meeting and throughout the site.
Reduced capacity in rooms dependent on numbers ensuring social distancing.
Doors left open to save contact, leave open during meeting. Windows to be kept open at all times.
Introduced one way system within the main building corridors ensuring social distance.
Sanitising points introduced at entrance and exit and in all meeting rooms.
Box office equipped with Perspex screens and additional cleaning throughout the day in public areas.
Fogging will be carried out every 7 days throughout the empty site. Fogging is a mild mist which is produced by
wet or chemical fogging. This eliminates bacteria and viruses in the air, floors, furniture, walls, ceilings etc.
Hand sanitisers and anti-bacterial wipes provided at the start of sessions for users to additionally clean chairs
etc., if they wish.
One person allowed in lift at any one time.
Rooms will be opened 15 mins early to allow staggered entry.

Harrow U3A’s responsibilities:
·
·
·
·
·
·

GLs must keep the attendance register up to date including phone numbers.
GLs responsible for registering attendance of members and ensuring no more than the allotted numbers are in
the room. It may be sensible to ask members to inform you of their attendance a day or so before.
HAC staff will make spot checks during the day to ensure no more people are in the rooms than allowed.
GLs will ask all attendees to report infections of Covid-19 as a matter of urgency.
GLs will immediately inform Study Group Coordinator or Premises Officer if a Covid-19 symptom is reported,
who will tell HAC and GLs will send the register to Study Group Coordinator to contact all attendees on the list.
Members are strongly advised to wear face masks at all times, unless a person is exempt for medical reasons. It
will be up to Group Leaders to stipulate whether or not they wish their group to wear a face covering.

HAC Equipment and Technology:
·
·
·

·

Please book any HU3A equipment you need as usual.
Only one person should operate the equipment which you should wipe down before and after use with the
sanitisers provided.
Computers, keyboards and mice will no longer be provided in the rooms. It is recommended that GLs bring
their own laptops if possible and connect the USB lead in the room to use the whiteboard. Use of it will be
clearly explained on notices in each room.
Any other technical requirement not mentioned, please ask Premises Officer Alison Tanna who will contact HAC
and try to resolve any issues.

Your committee have been working their proverbial socks off to get as many groups up and running as possible.
We know how important the social aspect of U3A is, and we hope to see many of you soon.
Well done for making it to the bottom of the page!

Crossword Answers
Across

Crossword No 93
1 Bearer; 9 Believer (sounds like Bee Leaver); 10 Fandango (anagram); 11, 25 S-m-ok-ed Salmon; 12 Ste-e-p; 13 (D)Over; 14 Pate (anagram); 16
Skipper (hidden); 18 Comrade (anagram); 20 Open (final letters); 21 (E)Lope; 22 Rig-ID; 25 see 11 ac; 27 Inv-asiv-e; 28 Sandwich; 29 Roo-st-s

Down
1 De-part; 2 Bridge span; 3 Prune; 4 Ab-solve; 5 Classroom (anagram); 6 Zero (hidden); 7 Repented (anagram + R); 14 Per-mission; 15 Leylandii
(anagram); 17 Kept a-way; 19 Up-right; 23 In-vi-te; 24 Avert (hidden); 26 Made (initial letters)
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Harrow U3A Notices
Suggestions for New Groups
We are always interested in suggestions for starting new groups at Harrow U3A. Amongst possible subjects are: Antiques,
another Garden Club, Geography, Geology, etc.
If you have any ideas for a new group you would like to attend, please register your interest with me and I will see what can
be arranged. If we have enough interest in a subject, there may be an opportunity of starting a self-help group to learn together.
Please email me, Rhoda Luer, on studygroupcoord.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

LIFT ACCESS AT HARROW ARTS CENTRE
It has been found that problems occur because people try to pull the door open/closed instead of waiting
for it to work automatically. They also keep pressing the buttons before the door has closed. This causes
the mechanism to fail!
To avoid problems, please ...
·

DO NOT attempt to pull/push the door open/closed
open/closed—
—WAIT FOR IT TO OPERA
OPERATE
TE AUTOMATICALLY.

·

DO NOT press the floor
floor--call button inside the lift UNTIL THE DOOR HAS CLOSED FULLY
FULLY..

HELP REQUESTED
Could you help a long-established local charity? The
"Talking Newspaper for the Blind of Harrow" are in need
of another Female Reader (to read aloud, recorded), and
an Admin person (male or female) to do a small amount
of regular basic admin, both in Harrow.
Please contact our chairman for more details:Barbara Turner,
email:
pcandbturner@btinternet.com
tel: 020 8863 1934
mobile: 07510 591867

An invitation from your committee
You are cordially invited to attend any of the committee
meetings (currently being held on Zoom) to further your
understanding of the workings of Harrow U3A. There will be no
obligation to shoulder a role or engage in a task and you will be
made most welcome.
Please contact one of the committee to make arrangements to
suit you.
Please contact the Hon Secretary if you would like to see a copy
of the meeting minutes.

STAMPS FOR CHARITY
A wonderful way of making use of your used stamps! I was left with a large quantity of used stamps and have discovered an
excellent charity to donate them to.
The charity is called “Little Voice” based in Ethiopia. It is a genuine charity with no highly paid executives and all the money raised
goes towards building schools for orphaned and abandoned children and to help women in a male-dominated culture. The parcel of
used stamps I sent will probably raise about £15 which would sustain a child in Ethiopia for about a month.
IMPORTANT
1.

When cutting stamps off envelopes leave a wide margin, at least 1 inch all round, as the stamps are sold by weight

2.

Even more important – when posting stamps to Malcolm, stamps tend to bulk up in the middle of the envelope and then
do not pass through the slot in the Royal Mail sorting office incurring a £1.50 surcharge. A large stamp only costs 19p extra.

Please send your used stamps to:
Malcolm Finebaum, 8 Mountford House, Crescent Road, Enfield, EN2 7BL

His tel no is 020 8245 2587

An important message to all Members and Group Leaders
Please remember to switch off mobile phones or select “silent ring” during lectures, talks and other
activities. Ringing and bleeping are very distracting to other members. Please also refrain from using tablets
with a stylus or any other gadgets that can create a noise which could disturb the concentration of
members attending lectures.
If a member is not well, has been in hospital, or they have not attended meetings for a while, let me know so
that I can check on their welfare. Please do not remove them from your register until we know if they will be
returning. Also, please let me know if a member has been bereaved.
Susan Field, Members’ Liaison Officer, 01923 819162 susanj.field@ntlworld.com
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Harrow U3A Notices
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Life President: Georgina Butcher 020 8428 2665 butcher560@btinternet.com
Chairman

Mike Allen

020 8868 0335 chairman.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

Vice-Chairman

Anne Gerrard

020 8954 4110

study2.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

Hon. Secretary

Lynne Dorff

020 8428 4140

secretary.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

Hon. Treasurer

Madhu Badale

020 8421 3485

treasurer.hu3a@yahoo.com

Membership Secretaries

Howard Greenwood
Carol d’Souza
Matthew Bennett

07908 533317
020 8907 4625 membership.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk
07484 814425

Study Group Co-ordinator

Rhoda Luer

020 8861 0022 studygroupcoord.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

Publicity Officer

Stanley Byrne

020 8427 7761

Speakers’ Secretary

Helen West

020 8907 8252 speakerssec.hu3a@yahoo.com

Enquiries Officer

Sheilah Lowe

Members’ Liaison Officer

Susan Field

Diary Administrator
Premises Officer

020 8861 3821

stanbyrne@hotmail.com

sheilahlowe62@sky.com

01923 819162

susanj.field@ntlworld.com

Anne Gerrard

020 8954 4110

study2.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

Alison Tanna

020 8863 0587 premises.hu3a@yahoo.com

Tours and Visits

Jack Kushner

020 8954 8671

Web Editor

Pam Gonsal

Newsletter Editor

Stephen Dorff

020 8428 4140

Beacon Administrator

Kathy Westhead

020 8422 9895 beacon.hu3a@yahoo.com

Non-Committee Members:

-

j.kushner17@gmail.com
gonsalpam@outlook.com
newsletter.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk

The Committee would be grateful if members would confine phone calls to weekdays between 9am and 6pm.
Thank you for your coco-operation.
COMMITTEE CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESSES

CAR PARKING

Chairman: Mr M Allen, 42 Lucas Avenue, North Harrow, HA2 9UJ
Hon. Secretary: Mrs L Dorff, 5 Furham Feild, Hatch End, Pinner, HA5 4DX
Membership Team: c/o 7 Ventnor Avenue, Stanmore, HA7 2HX

Please park within the parking lines at Harrow
Arts Centre and PLEASE DO NOT block the
ramp to the Hatch End Suite and DO NOT park
in a disabled bay unless you display a blue
badge.

NEW MEMBERS:

Visitors to Harrow Arts Centre are permitted,
indeed encouraged, to park in MORRISON'S
supermarket car park. This is open from 8am
until 11pm. Whilst no guarantee can be given, it
is considered safer than the overcrowded Arts
Centre car park.

This Newsletter and Diary are also
available on the Harrow U3A
website at www.harrowu3a.co.uk
where you will be able to enlarge
smaller print if necessary for
easier reading.

For all enquiries regarding membership, please contact our
Enquiries Officer — see contact details above.

EXISTING MEMBERS:
Please remember to inform the Membership
Secretaries if you change your address, phone
number, email address, etc. — send an email to
membership.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk or phone as details
above.
u3a National Office

The Third Age Trust
52 Lant Street
London SE1 1RB
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020 8466 6139
national.office@u
national.office@u3
3a.org.uk
www.u
www.u3
3a.org.uk
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